this way, stimuli were convolved with each subject's own pinna and head-related transfer function to produce the perception of sound externalized in space [9]. Such a recording method automatically takes into account individual differences in pinna and head transfer func- Heschl's gyrus but also extended anteriorly into the plasounds in a functional magnetic resonance imaging num polare and posteriorly into the planum temporale (fMRI) paradigm to investigate this, we compared ver- (Figure 2 and Table 1 ). In each hemisphere, a circumtical and horizontal shifts in sound location. A common scribed area in the superior temporal plane was more bilateral network of brain areas was activated in reactive in response to contralateral than ipsilateral virtual sponse to both horizontal and vertical sound movestimuli. When the effect of the perceived hemifield of ment. This included the planum temporale, superior the stimulus was examined (left minus right stimuli or parietal cortex, and premotor cortex. Sounds perright minus left stimuli), increased activation was obceived laterally in virtual space were associated with served in the region of the primary auditory cortex contralateral activation of the auditory cortex. These (Heschl's gyrus [12, 13]) contralateral to the perceived results demonstrate that sound movement in vertical side. As can be seen in the yellow and turquoise plots and horizontal dimensions engages a common proof Figure 2 , although activation in these areas was precessing network in the human cerebral cortex and dominantly driven by contralateral virtual sounds, some show that multidimensional spatial properties of response to ipsilateral virtual sounds was also present. sounds are processed at this level.

